
In many countries people working in sport and entertainment earn much 

more money than professionals like doctors, nurses and teachers. Why do you 

think this happens and do you consider it good or bad? 

 

Nowadays, we can easily surf the Internet and find articles such as: a footballer had 

bought a new supercar which costs millions of dollars, or an actress had just re-

married and the couples had moved to a luxury villa, etc. This information shows 

undeniable reality that sport players, actors, singers, models, etc. are jobs which are 

paid most money. Meanwhile, teachers, who spread knowledge and help develop 

human’s characters, and doctors, who have been trained hardly to be able to take 

care of people’s health, don’t earn as so much money as sport players or people 

working in entertainment. 

At first, I will explain why there is such a considerable inequality if income 

between two groups of career. Take a look at a famous singer: She has a beautiful 

voice which can attract the hearts people. Day by day, more and more people want 

to see her and hear her singing, and they are ready to pay money for their delight. 

Consequently, the singer’s income increases while her image is more widely 

known thanks to mass communication, especially TV and newspapers. Next, her 

job not only stops at singing, but also extends to advertising or acting, because 

many big companies want to familiarize customers with their products through her 

influence. Of course, these companies would not hesitate to pay a large amount of 

money in order to invite her to cooperate. Therefore, companies would gain 

benefits, the singer’s image would be deepened more and her salary would not be a 

small number. That is also the typical way which actors, footballer or tennis 

players, etc. supplement their sources of income. And now, consider to an 

excellent teacher: although her reputation can be heard all over her country and she 

was also invited to teach at many places, there wouldn’t have any food or fashion 

company want her to advertise for their products because her image is definitely 

not ‘attractive’. So that the teacher or the doctor’s income would not exceed the 

singer’s. 

Secondly, I think paying too much for people who work in sport and entertainment 

is not justified. The reason is: this thing would make youth concerntrate on sport 

and entertainment industry more than science. Why is our world more convenient 

and connective like today, why did we have TV, radio or the internet for actors or 

singers to express their personality? All of these are based on the continually 

development of technology and medicine. Despite the necessity of sport and 

entertainment, bull these activities hadn’t been able to reach a new level without 



discover new knowledge. Furthermore, the prolonged success of a sport player or 

an actor doesn’t depend only on his or her skill, but it was built from the 

combination of many factors, two of which is attached facilities’ quality and the 

capability of instant treatment. Society need more engineers, doctors and workers 

to product much wealth, have people’s health always taken care of and thereby 

achieve more modern life, and so these job need respecting and relivant payment to 

encourage people to follow. Relaxing activities can’t be ignored because of their 

mental advantages. However, they are not the pivot part which create jumps of 

civilization. 

In addition, I think we need to make more clearly about why artists can earn 

money from advertising and why companies are ready to pay much money for 

celebrities? Obviously, those companies have realize some potential products 

which many people are also willing to buy because of the improvement of their 

income. Having good standard of living like that, I’m sure that they have received 

good education and good medicine. Therefore, in order for celebrites to have very 

high salaries, the life of thousands of other people also be bettered simultaneously, 

and that’s why we need more good teachers, good doctors as well as good 

engineers and good workers. People following these careers need salary deserving 

their works. 

To sum up, I agree that this life can’t be comfortable without either substance or 

mental conditions. The society can’t have too many footballers or singer and 

actors; however they help life more lively and more optimistic. Professional jobs 

also play an important role and they need to be respected. Above all, to achieve 

steady and long development, social justice must be kept. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Revised 

Nowadays, we can easily surf the Internet and find articles such as: a footballer had 

has bought a new supercar which costs millions of dollars, or an actress had has 

just re-married and the couples had has moved to a luxury villa, etc. This 

information shows the undeniable reality that sport players, actors, singers, models, 

etc. are have the jobs which are paidpay the most money. Meanwhile, teachers, 

who spread knowledge and help develop human’s characters, and doctors, who 

have been trained hardly intensely to be able to take care of people’s health, don’t 

earn as so much money as sport players or people working in entertainment. 

At first, I will explain why there is such a considerable inequality if in income 

between the two groups of career. Take a look at a famous singer: She has a 

beautiful voice which can attract the hearts of people. Day by day, more and more 

people want to see her and hear her singing, and they are ready to pay money for 

their delight. Consequently, the singer’s income increases while her image is more 

widely known thanks to mass communication, especially TV and newspapers.  

Next, her job does not only stops at singing, but also extends to advertising or 

acting, because many big companies want to familiarize customers with their 

products through her influence. Of course, these companies would not hesitate to 

pay a large amount of money in order to invite her to cooperate. Therefore, 

companies would gain benefits, the singer’s image would be deepened more and 

her salary would not be a small number. That is also the typical way which actors, 

footballer or tennis players, etc. supplement their sources of income. And now, 

consider to being an excellent teacher: although her reputation can be heard all 

over her country and she was is also invited to teach at many places, there 

wouldn’t have be any food or fashion company wanting her to advertise for their 

products because her image is definitely not ‘attractive’,. So so that the teacher or 

the doctor’s income would not exceed the singer’s. 

Secondly, I think paying too much for to people who work in sport and 

entertainment is not justified. The reason is: this thing would could make youth 

concerntrate on the sport and entertainment industry more than on science. Why is 

our world more convenient and connective likeed today?, why Why did do we 

have TV, radio or the internet for actors or singers to express their personality? All 

of these are based on the continually continuing development of technology and 

medicine. Despite the necessity of sport and entertainment, bull these activities 

hadn’t been able to reach a new level without the discovery of new knowledge. 



Furthermore, the prolonged success of a sport player or an actor doesn’t depend 

only on his or her skill, but it wasis built from the combination of many factors, 

two of which is are the attached facilities’ quality and the capability of instant 

treatment. Society needs more engineers, doctors and workers to producet much 

more wealth, have people’s health always taken care of and thereby achieve more 

in modern life, and so these job need respecting and relivant relevant payment to 

encourage people to follow. Relaxing activities can’t be ignored because of their 

mental advantages. However, they are not the pivotal part which create jumps of 

civilization. 

In addition, I think we need to make more clearly about why artists can earn 

money from advertising and why companies are ready to pay much money for 

celebrities? Obviously, those companies have to realize some potential products 

which many people are also willing to buy because of the improvement of their 

income. Having a good standard of living like that, I’m sure that they have 

received good education and good medicine. Therefore, in order for celebrities to 

have very high salaries, the life lives of thousands of other people also must be 

bettered simultaneously, and that’s why we need more good teachers, good doctors 

as well as good engineers and good workers. People following these careers need 

salariesy deserving matching their works. 

To sum up, I agree that this life can’t be comfortable without either substance or 

mental conditions.[direct trans..] The society can’t have too many footballers or 

singer and actors; however they help life remain more lively and more optimistic. 

Professional jobs also play an important role and they need to be respected. Above 

all, to achieve steady and long development, social justice must be 

kept.maintained. 

Very nice essay. Only a few instances of unclear, direct trans. Little long for 

IELTS, but you know that… 

 


